LEGAL DISCLAIMER AGREEMENT
By signing below, I, ____________________________________(Customer), acknowledge and represent that I have
read, understood and agreed to the terms of this agreement. I understand I am required to sign this agreement prior
to any service being performed for or on my vehicle by Florida Speedometer. I agree that Florida Speedometer has
the right to refuse to perform any work if I, the Customer, suggest performing any illegal activity, including, but not
limited to, odometer fraud or odometer rollback.
In the case of a malfunctioning instrument cluster, or if the electronic memory device (such as EEPROM or MCU)
is found to be defective, if my vehicle’s mileage memory content has been corrupted, or if a used unit is required for
proper service, I understand that Florida Speedometer will reprogram the true mileage according to the information
provided by me, the Customer. I accept and bear all responsibility, including legal responsibility, for the accuracy
of the information I provide to Florida Speedometer, including, but not limited to, a representation of the true
mileage of the vehicle. Accordingly, I hereby represent that the vehicle information written below, including but not
limited to the true mileage of the vehicle, is true and accurate. I further agree to absolve Florida Speedometer from
any legal liability arising from or related to any misrepresentations, whether intentional or unintentional, that I may
make regarding my vehicle information below.
I understand that Florida Speedometer will maintain all work orders and signed legal agreements on file and may
surrender them to the proper authorities if so required. I also understand that Florida Speedometer will cooperate
with the proper authorities in any investigation arising from, relating to or in any way connected to this transaction.
I understand that my name and address below will be used as a shipping address when Florida Speedometer returns
the repaired cluster to me. I represent that my address below is the correct shipping address.
I hereby note that Florida Speedometer shipping address is: 5132 S.E. Harrold Terrace; Stuart, Florida 34997.
I HEREBY FULLY ACCEPT THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT.
Signature__________________________________________________________ Date ____________________
Print Name _________________________________________Phone___________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________________State _____________Zip code ________________________
Vehicle Information:

E-Mail:_________________________________________

Registered Owner ____________________________________________________________________________
Year_______________ Make_________________________

Model_________________________________

ORIGINAL ODOMETER/SPEEDOMETER READING__________________ Hours_________________
If applicable

CORRECTED ODOMETER/SPEEDOMETER READING________________ Hours_________________
If applicable

VIN# __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please complete fully or service will not be performed.

